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Introduction

• Pet peeve with technology talks…



Setting the stage…

Question 1:  In the chat, please enter your level of AI experience:

◦ 0. Heard of it - never tried any of it.

◦ 1. Visited ChatGPT (or some other chatbot) - asked it a few questions.

◦ 2. I’ve played with several tools – I have not made any professional use of them.

◦ 3. I have found ways to use free AI tools in my office.

◦ 4. I pay to use mainstream legal tech tools (CaseText CoCounsel; RelativityOne; Lexis+ AI)

◦ 5. I teach others how to use AI tools.

Question 2:  Thinking about AI and your professional work, choose one or more of these sentences, and enter the 

sentence in the chat:

◦ I want ____________________ .

◦ I am concerned about ____________________ .

◦ I am a big fan of ____________________ .



TOC 

Topic Tool

Presentation creation Gamma.app

Chatbots I: inspiration and tone Chat GPT

Chatbots II: PDF interrogation Claude

Chatbots III: Build your own GPT ChatGPT

Chatbots IV: Host your own GPT4All

Email triage and drafting Grammarly

Audio to Text Otter.ai, Word

Video summarization / clips Monica, Opus

Image creation Copilot, Stable Diffusion

Video creation HeyGen

Search engine Google, Perplexity.ai

Enterprise tool Microsoft Copilot Pro



Large Language Models

A large language model

● "understands" through statistical analysis and probability

● "creates" through combination of pattern, probability, and random sampling



Large Language Models

Good at:

● Coherence

● Summarizing large chunks of 

text

● Re-writing text

● First drafts when provided with 

detailed prompts

Bad at:

● Searching for information

(though some have been 

integrated with search engines)

● Providing accurate facts



Dangers and Opportunities

● Fictional information – dangerously plausible nonsense

● Training bias – Garbage in, Garbage out

● Privacy – who “learns” from your prompts?

● Job elimination

● Weaponization

● BUT… Recognize significant “safe zones” for efficiency

● Reflect on how you can build data safety/consent into processes

● Experiment with tools and Talk with others (MD-TAILS)

● Remember historical trends



Gartner hype cycle

● Image from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartner_hype_cycle



Presentation Creation: Gamma.app

Your kid’s teacher learns 
you’re a lawyer and asks you 
to talk to the class about the 
Bill of Rights.



The rise of the chatbots, or
Talking to my computer

ChatGPT
https://chat.openai.com

Microsoft Copilot
https://www.bing.com/chat

Claude
https://claude.ai/

https://chat.openai.com/


Example prompt:

Please summarize the 
following text:

<Paste in the Declaration of 
Independence and press 
enter>
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Please summarize the following text:
<Paste in the Declaration of 
Independence and press enter>

Please summarize it in 100 words

Please rephrase your summary to be 
readable to a ten-year-old

Please rephrase it as a sonnet

Please create HTML code for a table.  
Have a separate row for each of the 
complaints listed in the original text.  
In the first column, write the original 
text of the complaint. In the second 
column, rephrase that text, making it 
readable to a ten-year-old

Please do it for the rest of them

Keep going
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A funny/scary story…



Chatting with your PDFs



Ask your PDF file some questions…

Claude.ai allows you to upload a PDF and then 

interrogate it.



Asking the document a question

Claude.ai

The Maryland CLE regulation example…



Asking the document a question

Claude.ai

ChatPDF

The Maryland CLE regulation example…













Alternatives to public chatbots



Build your own GPT

• ChatGPT Plus - $20 per month

• GPT 4 (the latest text model)

• DALLE 3 (the latest image creator)

• Build your own GPT using your own 

documents















Build your own GPT

• Lots of limitations

o 20 file limit (512 mb per file)

o https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8555545-file-uploads-faq

• No citations

• Requires lots of trust

• Fast

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8555545-file-uploads-faq


Host your own - GPT4All

Free to use, locally running chatbot

No Internet required

Use your documents

https://gpt4all.io/









Comparison

Prompt: What 

are some 

alternatives to 

guardianship?





Comparison

prompt: my son 

is 8 years old. 

how can i 

change his 

name?





Chat GPT vs. GPT4All

GPT4All 

Good

oFree

oRuns on your PC, cites your data

Bad

oRequires expensive PC

oDifficult to set up

oHave to opt out of data gathering

ChatGPT 

Good

oFast

oBest quality responses

Bad

oNo citations

oLimitation on number and size of files

oHave to opt out of data gathering



https://ferretit.ai/

pll.ferretit.ai

https://ferretit.ai/


Going beyond a spell checker - Grammarly

• Email triage with Grammarly Go



Going beyond a spell checker - Grammarly

• Basic spelling and grammar checking

• Tone analysis

• Clarity analysis



Questions, comments, observations



Some handy integrations
Monica (Chrome 

Extension)



What did you say?

Monica

Word online

Otter.ai



What did you say?

Monica

Word online

Otter.ai
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bpWL9Z2RlE



Summary:
Attorney Carolyn Elefant discusses the potential uses of generative AI in the legal field, including legal research, 
contract analysis, and client interaction. She also mentions commercial and free AI tools that can be used to 
improve access to justice. Elefant shares her personal experience using AI to record and transcribe client 
interviews, while also addressing ethics and confidentiality concerns.  (Generated by Monica from YouTube video)





https://www.opus.pro/



One more example of AI text analysis (visual)



Moving data directly from a screenshot into Excel

Dave



Moving data directly from PDF → Excel

Dave



Questions, comments, observations



Image 
creation

Stable Diffusion

Prompt: create a photorealistic 

image of an old evergreen forest 

at morning with sunrays peaking 

through, cinematic lighting



Image creation

Stable Diffusion
(https://huggingface.co/spaces/stabilityai/stable-
diffusion)

Positive Prompt:
"Create a photorealistic image of an old evergreen 
forest in the morning, with the sun's rays peeking 
through the dense foliage. The scene should capture 
the essence of tranquility and the timeless beauty of 
nature. Emphasize cinematic lighting to enhance the 
magical and serene atmosphere, highlighting the lush 
greenery and the majestic trees."

Negative Prompt:
"Avoid creating images that are cartoonish, abstract, 
or unrealistic in depicting the old evergreen forest. Do 
not include elements that disrupt the natural beauty 
and harmony of the scene, such as artificial structures, 
people, or animals. Refrain from using exaggerated 
colors or lighting that detracts from the photorealistic 
and serene quality of the morning forest with sunrays."



Image creation

DALLE 3 – ChatGPT / Microsoft Copilot

(free through Copilot)

Prompt: Produce a stunning, high-resolution image of a serene 

and age-old evergreen forest at dawn, where the soft, golden 

sunbeams gently penetrate the misty atmosphere, creating a 

cinematic lighting effect that highlights the majestic trees and the 

tranquil ambiance of the forest.



AI and law?

Please make me a picture of george washington and barack 

obama having a conversation in a business office while a robot 

sits at a desk nearby. The robot is obviously an administrative 

assistant.  (Bing)



Image 
manipulation 
and creation

Mid Journey (paid)

Prompt: Produce a stunning and 
highly realistic image through 
stable diffusion, depicting an aged 
evergreen forest bathed in the 
soft morning light. Capture the 
essence of cinematic lighting as 
gentle sunrays pierce through the 
dense foliage, creating an 
enchanting and visually 
captivating scene.



AI and law?

Please provide a photo-realistic picture of ten attorneys meeting 

in a conference room to watch an educational lecture on a 

screen (MS Copilot)



AI and law?
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AI and law?

Please provide a photo-realistic picture of ten attorneys meeting 

in a conference room to watch an educational lecture on a 

screen (Mid Journey)



Video creation

Synthesia

https://www.onlinejudge.us/040391355937/ai

Heygen

https://youtu.be/tgfrbKgr3_8?feature=shared&t=118

https://www.onlinejudge.us/040391355937/ai


Search Engines

Google: 

Search 

Generative 

Experience

https://blog.google/

products/search/ge

nerative-ai-search/



Search Engines

Perplexity.ai



Questions, comments, observations



Microsoft Copilot Pro

Copilot - free

Use Copilot on the web and in Windows, macOS, and 

iPadOS

Access GPT-4 and GPT-4 Turbo during non-peak times

Use text, voice, and images in conversational search

Create AI images with 15 boosts per day with Designer 

(formerly Bing Image Creator)

Use plug-ins and GPTs

Copilot Pro - $20 per user, per month

Gain priority access to GPT-4 and GPT-4 Turbo including 

during peak times for accelerated performance to get 

things done faster

Access Copilot in select Microsoft 365 appsFootnote1 to draft 

documents, summarize emails, create presentations, and 

more

Create AI images with DALL-E 3 in landscape format even 

faster with 100 boosts per day with Designer (formerly 

Bing Image Creator)



Copilot Pro - PowerPoint



Copilot Pro - PowerPoint



Copilot Pro - PowerPoint



Copilot Pro - Word



Copilot Pro - Word



Copilot Pro - Outlook

Note: Copilot Pro 

features only work 

with Microsoft email 

accounts



Copilot Pro - Outlook



Copilot Pro - OneNote

Comment: Copilot's context is 

limited to the page in the 

notebook that you are viewing. 

It cannot reach beyond the 

page.



Copilot Pro - Excel



Copilot Pro summary

Buys priority access to GPT 4

Saves a few clicks (avoiding copying and pasting)

Cannot build your own GPT (coming later)

Very slow

Suggestion: use the free Copilot until the paid version improves



Thanks! 

• Questions

• Discussion
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